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AUTUMN EDITION
seasoned with a touch of love from your Strive family
With Summer coming to an end and more chilly nights rolling in, we
hope you are making efforts to stay warm! The strive team is here to
bring you some updates and fun as summer leaves us. (insert sad face)
Grab your mug of hot chocky and your favourite quilt as you enjoy this
month's Strive newsletter!
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HEAR FROM OUR
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
OFFICER

Wayne Zheng
"I believe that the purpose of healthcare should be
more than just the absence of disease but rather
encompass physical, mental and social well-being."

These are aspects of healthcare that socioeconomically
disadvantaged communities often do not have access to and
Strive's community engagement program is well-positioned to
address this gap.
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"In 2018, I was involved in delivering Strive's
nutrition workshops to a number of schools in
suburban Melbourne. It was a fantastic
experience and in many ways, very challenging
to interact and engage with large groups of
children to help them identify the importance
of healthy eating."

Strive
&
Nutri
tion
"This year, I have taken on the
role of coordinating Strive's
Nutrition and Healthy Eating
program with the aim of
expanding our outreach efforts
to a far greater network of
children within both
Melbourne's inner and outer
metropolitan areas.
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Improving the health
literacy of the younger
generation is an important
step in preventative
healthcare and we hope to
make our thriving program
available to everyone.

STRIVE
BITES
BITE SIZED "TAKEAWAYS"
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"Strive Bites" is a new & spicy segment of the
monthly Strive Newsletter that was freshly
birthed to deliver cute and handy information or
fun facts in bite-sized portions, all for you ;)

join
us

on the next page...

STRIVE
BITES
BITE SIZED "TAKEAWAYS"

Vaccination is an important way to keep us healthy from various
bugs, like bacteria and viruses. Vaccines work like decoys
triggering our immune system to recognise the targeted bugs
without making us sick. This way, when we are exposed to the real
bugs, we won’t fall sick because our immune system will pick up
their weapons and eliminate the bugs in no time!

Although sometimes they might give
some people minor side effects like
mild fever and muscle aches, it is
very unlikely to have severe side
effects. I know you probably heard
the story about vaccinations causing
autism.

Rest assured that recent studies
have shown evidence against it and
there is no causal relationship
between vaccinations and autism
whatsoever. So don’t worry, it is safe
to get your vaccinations done!
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winter is
coming..
IT IS ADVISABLE FOR EVERYONE
(WHO IS ELIGIBLE) TO GET THEIR
FLU VACCINE FROM THEIR
LOCAL GP. ANNUAL FLU SHOT IS
IMPORTANT AS THE FLU VIRUS
IS FOXY AND KEEPS CHANGING
ITS STRAIN. SO DON’T FORGET
YOUR FLU SHOT~
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CALL ME
BEEP ME
IF YOU
WANNA
REACH ME
https://www.facebook.com/StriveSHIMelbourne/

@strive_health_

If you would like to share any
projects that your team has
been
working on with the rest of
the Strive committee,
please do not
hesitate to get in touch with
your friendly marketing team
at
newsletter@strivehealth.or
g.au.

